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Abstract
A main challenge for construction knowledge bases (KBs) is concept linking, i.e.,
mapping the different mentions of a concept into a single unique entry. While linking "simple" types of concepts such as entities (e.g., "language") has been tackled
in literature, few works target linking complex concepts (e.g., "adoption of universal language"). The thesis at hand proposes a simple method for linking complex
concepts based on three main steps: concept representation using multiple components of the concepts (e.g., their entities), concept clustering based on semantic
similarity, and concept linking based on bidirectional and unidirectional textual
entailment. We apply our method to the argumentative knowledge graph (AKG)
of Al-Khatib et al., and the results show that with appropriate clustering and entailment threshold, textual entailment can be used to linking concepts that are
semantically similar as well as entailed. As such, we are able to not only remove
duplicates among the concept instances but also to uncover new implicit knowledge relations in graphs.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Given the unstructured nature of the information found in digital form, the role
of a Knowledge Graph (KG) in storing, processing, and reasoning over this information has become increasingly more prominent. A KG is a data structure
that comprises entities of interest as nodes, the relationship between the nodes
as edges, and the properties of the entities/relations as attributes [21, 51]. KGs
often integrate a knowledge base or certain ontology as a mean to organize the
set of possible entities and relations [51], allowing semantic and lexical inference
methods to facilitate reasoning capabilities such as acquisition of new knowledge.
Basically, KGs can be utilized in many use cases and applications. In the family of search engine application, for example, KG has been implemented and used
by various companies to optimize searching capability (beyond the lexical representation of queries), including Google’s KG, DBPedia, Microsoft’s Satori and
Facebook’s entity graph. Moreover, some KGs are applied to incorporate many
datasets into a more reliable and intergrated knowledge source [19, 20] and are
used to assist learning and enhance the understanding in some scientific fields
such as biomedical science [5, 56], business and commerce [59, 66], and juridical
domain [10, 17].
The construction of KGs requires addressing several tasks as different challenges may be faced. One of these challenges is that the entities (extracted from
unstructured texts) in the graph are not necessarily unique; two related and semantically similar entities may exist in the graph as two separated, unrelated nodes.
Entity Linking (EL) is the task of resolve the disambiguation of the different mentions of an entity by linking it to a single unique entity fingerprint (e.g., a knowledge data entry in Wikipedia). For instance, mentions of "auto" and "car" can be
linked to "Car" on Wikipedia. That being said, EL is a fundamental step in a successful KG construction as it reduces the amount of storage and, more importantly,
it increases the efficiency of processing and understanding the KG by eliminating
the duplication of nodes and uncover implicit edges.
1
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In most of the constructed KGs in literature, a node denotes an entity. However,
several KGs can be built based on semantics that require more complex representation of nodes; nodes with more complex linguistic structure that may consist
of multiple entities and different interactions between them. Such complex concepts can represent events, principal, and ideas, in addition to entities in a form
of phrases or short sentence. For example, "take player away from academic" and
"chance for a stable government would significantly decrease after usa withdrawal
from iraq". Since existing EL tools deal mainly with entity representation of nodes,
they may fail in linking complex concepts.
The experiments done in this thesis utilizes a type of KG with complex concepts,
namely argumentation graph. Argumentation graph (AG) is a special type of KGs,
where each node represents an argumentative concept and the edge between them
is a directed edge that represents a cause-and-effect relation. Although it is quite
a new topic of research with high complexity, research on argumentation graph
has gained increasing popularity due to its usefulness in various argumentation
task such as argumentation question answering [47], sentiment analysis [11], argumentatiive conflict resolution [23, 35] and acquisition of new information [3, 13].
It is also worth to mention that usage of datastructure like argumentation graph
improves one’s ability to think critically [16, 50].
The thesis at hand investigates ways to link semantically similar complex concepts in argumentation graphs. As mentioned above, EL cannot be used solely for
such task. To this end, grouping techniques such as clustering and textual entailment (TE) for complex concepts are used in conjuction with EL. A key contribution
of linking argumentative concepts in AG is uncovering implicit relations by creating a path in the graph that is previously non-existent. As a concrete example,
consider three concept instances namely "serious injuries", "physical abuse" and "society" from the same AG. By TE, "serious injuries" entails "physical abuse". Since
"physical abuse" impacts negatively to "society" according to the given AG, it can
also be implied that "serious injuries" impacts negatively to "society", which make
sense by human interpretation. By such implication, a new cause effect relation
can be therefore acquired between the two concepts that are previously unrelated
(Figure 1.1).
The challenge of this task is that complex concepts (e.g., argumentative concepts) are often either phrases or short sentences made of several entities and
other words as modifiers. Therefore, Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques are important to identify the semantic of the concepts. On this basis, this
thesis employs various NLP and Machine learning (ML) methods for developing a
new proposed linking approach. This approach is based on the following steps:
1. Extract the concepts from the graph.
2. Remove their duplicates
2
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Figure 1.1: A new relation (dotted red line) implied by the entailment and existing relation

3. Obtain various concept properties to be used as part of their representations
4. Perform K-Means clustering from 5 to 1500 for each concept representation
5. Find the most promising configuration (k - clustering and concept representation)
6. Run textual entailment for each cluster of the chosen configuration
7. Link or merge the concepts based on their entailment
8. Create and finally output a new graph.
Applying these steps on the Argumentation Knowledge graph of Al-Khatib
et al. [2020], the results show that TE can be used to imply a new argumentative
relation out of the existing concept instances and their corresponding argumentative relation with good result. This makes use the nature of bidirectional and
unidirectional TE.
The remaining contents of this thesis is structured into 5 Chapters. In Chapter 2, I explain some related works on the topic as inspirations of this work and how
their researches might be applicable to this thesis. Then followed by Chapter 2, the
overview of the entire workflow for the technique I used is explained. Each major
components of the workflow namely concept representation phase and concept
linking phase will be explained in detail separately in follow-up sections. Concept
representation phase which consists of the preprocessing of the graph and extraction of various forms of concept representations will be explained in Section 3.1.
Section 3.2 contains the steps to determine candidates concepts for linking, which
include clustering and textual entailment. Chapter 4 addresses the evaluation and
finally Chapter 5 is the conclusion.

3

Chapter 2
Related Works
I look into some related researches in the field of entity linking, argument mining
and argument graph construction to get better understanding on the argument
instances that needs to be merged and their characteristic as sentences in natural
language. I also look into some clustering techniques used for short text and textual
entailment as the possible helping tools for merging these identical concepts.

2.1

Entity Linking

Entity linking (EL) is a process in Natural Language Processing (NLP) to determine
which entity is mentioned from a source textual document [14]. This is done by
detecting the surface form of such entity (how the entity is written) in the source
and link each of them to an appropriate instance in a knowledge base (what it is
mainly referred as) [22, 43]. EL is important task because some word may have
ambiguous meaning or used differently from one source to the others due to the
open and decentralized nature of the Web [57]. Such problem of word ambiguity
give rise to 2 different challenges that an EL tools needs to tackle [27]: synonymy
(different spans of text referring to the same entity) and homonymy (the same
name being shared by multiple entities). Different EL techniques can be tailored
specifically for either short or long text [34, 38] or for different purposes such as
web identifications [58, 63], knowledge extraction [26, 28] or queries [8, 67].
For this thesis, I only consider EL techniques for short text since concepts in argumetation knowledge graph may vary in length which often times are in the form
of short texts. As explained by Chen et al. [2018], short texts like tweets and search
query provide much less number of words and thus less contextual information.
Additionally, short texts are composed differently from a normal sentences used
in literature and document since they lack in proper grammatical and/or linguistic
structure [33]. Thus, EL tools for short texts is different from other as it requires
more than finding the entity with the most probable matching but also contextual
4
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meaning of the text itself [43]. Hence, it should be noted that not all EL tools are
applicable to this research.
TagMe is a probabilistic approach developed by Ferragina and Scaiella [2010]
to resolve the entity-linking problem for short text fragment. It links the short
text input to the appropriate Wikipedia pages. TagMe computes the score of relatedness or confidence score between fragments in a short text to their respective
Wikipedia pages by collective agreement. A Wikipedia page that corresponds to
the highest confidence score is said to be the best match to the fragment.
Another interesting technique is done by Guo et al. [2011] using a graph based
method. They make use the Wikipedia graph connectivity by exploiting the name
nodes to provide context to the candidate article node and thereby they are able
to select the most likely entity to be linked with the mention. Although the idea is
a sound one, the argumentative knowledge graph differs from the general knowledge graph like Wikipedia. Firstly, the nodes in argumentative knowledge graph
are argumentative concepts which contain multiple mention and therefore there
exist also multiple candidate entities. Secondly, the relations between the nodes
provide more context in argumentative knowledge graph since the graph itself
store cause-effect relation. Therefore, the technique used in this work can be much
simplified by concatenating the neighboring node with the concerned node to provide more context to the ambiguous mentions.
It is also important to mention that EL for the purpose of merging identical surface form may be computationally expensive task for large datasets. Elmagarmid
et al. discuss clustering as the possible approach to optimize the EL task by reducing the number record comparison. Arasu et al. [2009] also feature clustering as
the initial stage of their EL process. Formally speaking, it is defined if entity A
finds no similar entities in the cluster, there exist no similar entities to A in the
entire graph or dataset. As a result, only a set of few entities are examined at any
given moment rather than the entire dataset.

2.2

Clustering for textual data

In general, clustering is a process of grouping together data entries according to
their similarity distance. For a textual corpus, a vector is calculated for each sentence based on the occurrence of each word that they have. Such calculation is
called feature extraction. It is commonly done by using either
1. BoW (Bag of Words): each sentence or concepts is represented as a vector of
0s and 1s based on which words out of the entire corpus exist in the sentence,
2. tf-idf (term frequency-inverse document frequency): the number of occurrence each word appears in a sentence is counted and subtracted by the frequency of each word appears in the entire corpus, or
5
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3. embedding (or in this case, sentence level embedding): the collection of
words and each sentence unique identification in the entire corpus is mapped
into feature vectors by making use of a pretrained model.
Both the BoW and tf-idf method have a downside in which both cannot capture the
relation between the words and the sentence and preserve their semantic meaning
[45]. Therefore, embedding is used in this thesis to create the vectors of concepts
for the purpose of clustering. There are two models that commonly used in this
manner, namely Doc2Vec [41] and BERT [18]. According to Lau and Baldwin
[2016], Doc2Vec performs well in the task of duplicate question detection and the
similarity of a pair of sentences prediction. The more advanced one, BERT model
has seen its usage in K-Means which leads to a positive results [65] [55]. Both of
this model is used in this thesis and will be compared.
The resulting vectors are then measured against one another to determine their
similarity distance from one another. One can choose between euclidean distance
and cosine similarity. Although it is simpler to use Euclidean distance, the cosine similarity distance yield better results for clustering textual data [60]. After
similarity distance are calculated, clustering is then performed.
One of the most commonly used clustering techniques for textual corpus is
K-Means clustering. K-Means is a flat clustering technique that groups the record
entries into k number of non-hierarchical cluster [36]. With K-Means, k-number
of central data points or centroid are chosen (either arbitrarily or deliberately from
the record) during the initialization step. Next, each entry of the record is then assigned to a cluster according to the nearest centroid (assignment step) and these
centroids are then recalculated by taking the mean value of all the entries assigned
to each current centroid (update step). The assignment and update step are performed in alternating manner at each iteration until the centroids do not change
significantly.
However, K-Means is not the only commonly used clustering technique for
textual corpus. Agglomerative clustering is hierarchical clustering technique [69].
It starts by assigning each data input as a singleton cluster. Unlike K-Means that
divides the data simultaneously, agglomerative clustering merges the data in succession. At the beginning each entry is considered as its own cluster. Then at
every step after, pairs of clusters are merged based on its closeness or similarity
until all clusters have been merged into one big cluster containing all object or until a specified number of cluster is reached. Unlike K-Means that needs access to
the feature space or vectors, it only a pairwise comparison of two inputs. Agglomerative clustering is used with some success for short question-answering text [64]
and document by making use the similarity between their keywords [48].
Regardless the approach to textual clustering one may take, the results are
groups of related textual objects. In addition, relatedness between two concepts
seems to give indication if they are semantically similar [52].
6
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2.3

Textual entailment

Since the goal of this thesis is to find a possible way to handle multiple complex
concept instances that imply the same meaning, it is helpful to look into paraphrasing and Textual Entailment (TE) task more closely due to the nature of the
argumentative concepts that consist of multiple entities of various topics. TE is a
unidirectional relation between two input texts, from a premise p to a hypothesis
h [15]. The values of TE correspond to entailment, contradiction and neutral relation score between the input sentences. Denoted by p ⇒ h, a premise p entails a
hypothesis h if the truth given by p follows that by h and therefore its entailment
score is higher than both contradiction and neutral score. Different groups have
different ways to formulate this unidirectional relation. According to Glickman
and Dagan [2005], p ⇒ h iff P (h|p) > P (h) while Mihalcea et al. [2009] work by
the definition that p ⇒ h iff h is not informative with respect to p.
While TE is unidirectional relation, paraphrasing or semantic equivalence is
bidirectional TE between two input texts since a concept needs to imply the other
and vice-versa [4, 61]. Berant et al. [2010] argues that strong or mutual entailment between the two concepts is required for them to qualify as semantically
equal/similar as it shows that the two concepts confirms the truth implied from
each other (p ⇔ h).
Also related to this thesis, Adler et al. [2012] shows that textual entailment
can be used to explore a textual corpus to find the cause-effect relation between
the concepts and represent them more meaningfully in a hierarchical entailment
graph. Although the research is applied on health-care area, the approach seems
to be applicable to a more general corpus as well. The entailment graph is based on
the research by Berant et al. [2010] in which inference between two concepts can be
easily obtained. Berant et al. demonstrate that entailment have transitive property
and entailment graph is useful to structure prepositions hierarchically. Their work
shows that the entailment hierarchy have a specific - general relation between
the parent node A and child node B where A is a hypothesis to the entailing
B (B ⇒ A = p ⇒ h). Although the prepositions used in their research are
constrained to the same topic and made of an SP O structure, the relation between
the premise and hypothesis can be useful to infer a new causality. Considering that
argumentative graph expresses a cause-effect relation between the concept, usage
of textual entailment may lead to a more accurate argumentative graph.
Another useful property of textual entailment is that it has a strong correlation
with semantic relatedness. Vo and Popescu [2016] indicates that high relatedness
results generally in entailment and low relatedness in neutral. Although there is
no conclusive result about the contradiction, there is a strong notion that contradiction may also follow such relation. Regardless, we can thereby determine
that candidates for semantic equivalents are all related. Thus, semantically equal
7
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or similar concepts will always be found together in the same cluster of related
concepts which aligns with the assumption made by Arasu et al. [2009].
Despite the huge potential of textual entailment in many areas, the research
in the area of textual entailment is relatively new at the moment. However, the
implementation developed by Gardner et al. has shown encouraging results and
steadily maintained since its first public release. The variant of their textual entailment using RoBERTA model [42] in particular performs well [68].

2.4

Argument Mining

Since this study is dealing with argumentation linking, it is also beneficial to investigate how such argumentation is extracted and how ambiguity on argumentative
concept may occur. The process of extracting argumentative concept from a body
of text is often called argument mining or automated argument analysis. Argument
mining is used to identify and extract automatically the structure and components
of arguments found in sources [53] [46]. This task is a follow-up to the more expert
dependent task of argument analysis as the ever-increasing source of argumentation data makes it even harder and more tedious to be extracted manually even
with the help and supervision of human expert [46].
Lawrence and Reed [2020] break argument mining process into several interrelated tasks which has different level of complexity. Therefore, argument mining
only needs to be performed according to the purpose of the resulting argumentation graph. For example, it is sufficient to tackle the problem on identifying the
argument component to inspect the range of argument in an essay [49] and verify
the stance of such essay [54]. The more challenging goals like reconstruction of
enthymemes [24] or finding out the relation between argument components [9]
require identification of clausal and relational property which significantly more
difficult.
However, many of the techniques used for argument mining rely heavily on
structural, syntactic, lexical and pragmatic features of the source like cue words
found in common argument scheme [24], the debate structure that is specific to the
debate’s page [2] or the similarity and relations between their functional argument
components [30]. Studying these approaches, I believe that there is a need to finetune the mined argumentative concepts since their semantic features are not taken
into account and therefore there could be some duplicates especially when the
argumentative concepts are harvested and compiled from different sources.
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2.5

Argumentation Graph

Argumentation knowledge graph (or argumentation graph) is a specific kind of
knowledge graph that stores the argumentative concept entities in the nodes and
the causality between them in their relation. Arguments around a topic or concept can be obtained by traversing the graph. Al-Khatib et al. [2020] model an
argumentation graph through argumentative concept instances as its nodes and
their effect relation as its edges. In order to legitimize the argument depicted in
the graph, they also store public sentiment of the concept and the entity (surface
forms and grounding) contained in the concept as the attributes of the node. Moreover, concept consequences or effect from one concept to the other are treated as
attributes of the edge. This model is similar to the ideal model for teaching suggested by Davies et al. [2019] in a sense that argument around and related to a
concept and type of causality between concepts can be obtained by traversing the
graph and edges. The biggest difference between these two models is that Khatib
et al. simplify the concept instances in which they make no distinction whether
they are a claim, reasoning or conclusion.
Similarly, Cayrol and Lagasquie-Schiex [2013] focuses their study on the relations between the concepts in bipolar argumentation framework. In their research,
bipolarity refers to support and attack relation towards an argument. However,
what makes this framework differs from that of Al-Khatib et al. is that a node is
byitself an argument (complex concept) instead of a more general concept.

9

Chapter 3
Approach
At first, EL seemed a very promising procedure to acquire mergable and linkable
concepts. However, it is found that sole usage of EL in this case was not as reliable
as presumed because:
1. Complex concepts are mostly associated with multiple entity due to the existence of different mentions within the phrase or sentence.
2. Phrases and sentences does not contain only mentions but also other words
such auxiliary verbs or adjective
3. Limitation of the EL tools and its knowledge base to recognize mention in
the concepts.
Therefore, a more comprehensive workflow needs to be developed for the purpose
of finding semantic similarity in conjunction with EL.
Inspired by Vilariño et al. [2012], TE can be applied to find similar concepts
candidates. This aligns with the statement made by Berant et al. [2010] and Adler
et al. [2012] that two concepts p and h are semantically equal if they confirm the
truth from each other by entailment (p ⇔ h). In addition, unidirectional nature
of TE may be able to be used to imply causality between concepts in AG as the
premise p seems to be more informative [44] and more specific [1] than the hypothesis h.
However, TE is very time-consuming and hardware-demanding. In addition,
the state-of-the-art approach by Gardner et al. [2018] involves a pairwise unidirectional comparison between the concept entries in the dataset making the process
for high number of entries extremely long. Since a corpus or a concept graph in
most cases includes thousands of concept entries, it is very helpful to group the
entries together. For this I follow the assumption made by Arasu et al. [2009] that
entries are always grouped together properly based on its semantic relatedness
so that the similarity concept candidates only exists within the same cluster. This
10
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approach aligns with the work by Pedersen et al. [2007] who recognize that semantic similarity is a subset of relatedness where semantic equivalence is the highest
degree of similarity. In this thesis, I make no distinction between semantic similarity and equivalence. Since TE is a unidirectional relation and entailment is a
subset of relatedness [62], the relationship between these semantic classes can be
summarized as Venn diagram in Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1: Semantic Class Membership

Recognizing the relationship among these semantic classes, clustering needs
to be done first before TE for the purpose of grouping the concepts based on their
semantic relatedness. To this end, K-Means clustering technique with cosine similarity is used. The resulting clusters of concepts are configured based on how concepts are represented as input. As mentioned above, concepts can be represented
in various ways. This is where both EL and Wikipedia article category scraping
play a role in this research. Thus using these tools a concept is represented for the
purpose of clustering as:
(a) its original textual content
(b) concatenation of its mentions
(c) concatenation of its grounding
(d) concatenation of its text and groundings
11
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(e) concatenation of its text and the Wikipedia article page category based on
its grounding
(f ) concatenation of its text, the Wikipedia article page category based on each
of its groundings and its groundings themselves.
The concepts text as well as the concept itself and their relation is obtained from
the input graph. Denoted by s → t for positive relation and s 9 t for negative relation, argumentative relation from source concept s to the target concept t
refers to how s affect t (either positively or negatively) The input graph used for
this thesis is provided by Al-Khatib et al. [2020] as part of their research. It consists of some metadata, 5016 concept instances as nodes and 17229 relationships
as links. Each concept and relationship have their own properties as described in
their paper.

Figure 3.2: Concept Linking Workflow

To summarize, the entire workflow run in the following order (as illustrated in
Figure 3.2):
12
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1. Extract the concepts from the graph.
2. Remove their duplicates
3. Obtain various concept properties to be used as part of their representations
4. Perform K-Means clustering from 5 to 1500 for each concept representation
5. Find the most promising k - clustering
6. Run textual entailment for each cluster
7. Link or merge the concepts based on their entailment
8. Create and finally output a new graph.
The step 1 - 3 belong to the Concept Representation Phase (Section 3.1), where
the representations of each concept instances are formed using EL (Subsection 3.1.2)
with prior Duplicate Removal. The step 4 - 5 belong to the Concept Grouping Phase
(Section 3.2), where the concepts representations are grouped using K - Means
clustering technique. Finally, TE is performed to the member of each cluster for
step 6 - 8 (Section 3.3).

3.1

Concept Representation

The goal of this phase is twofold:
1. Preprocess the graph by removing obvious duplication
2. Extract various concept representation from each concept nodes
From the graph, a concept instance is defined as a node with the following
attributes:
• concept text: the original textual content of the concept
• ID: unique identification key
• value: concept consequence, a commonly agreed good or bad sentiment on
the concept
Through this phase, some concept instances will be removed and remaining ones
will be updated to contain additional attributes. The additional attributes are shown
in Table 3.1 with ID, concept text and value remains unchanged. The newly added
attributes will be used to form various concept representations (Table 3.3) as follows:
13
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(a) its original textual content
(b) concatenation of its mentions
(c) concatenation of its grounding
(d) concatenation of its text and groundings
ID
concept text
value
mention
grounding

n1-426
national renewable energy
n/a
national, renewable energy renewable, energy renewable energy standard
nation, renewable energy, renewable portfolio standard

Table 3.1: The attributes of concept instance n1 − 426 after EL

3.1.1

Duplicate Removal: Preprocessing the graph

Duplicate removal works by removing any clones of concept texts that exist in
the graph with different ID. After they are removed, all relation associated with
these concepts are rerouted to a remaining clone while original relations between
clones are simply removed. This is done first before all other processes because
it is very quick and effective to simplify graph. I considered employing a nearduplicate instead of exact match to yield more distinct set of concept instance and
compact graph. However, I opt for a safer approach and use the exact match instead
since some concepts instances from the input KG are not only phrases or short
sentences but also acronyms and one word-long texts. As such, slight differences
between concept text can refer to completely different meaning. Thus, a nearduplicate may potentially remove concepts that is not supposedly regarded as a
clone of another. The result of this process is a list of concept instances whose text
is uniquely different from one another.

3.1.2

Entity Linking

Since a complex concept holds so much information, it can be represented in many
ways. By performing EL on each of these concepts, key information can be extracted in the form of their mentions and grounding which then are used to represent these concepts beyond its original textual content. For this, TagMe1 is used
as an EL tool (Algorithm 3.1). The results are list of mentions and groundings for
each concept instance. They are stored as additional properties of each concept.
1

https://sobigdata.d4science.org/web/tagme/tagme-help
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Algorithm 3.1: singleEntityLinking(c, A)
/* EL with only single concept.
Input : x := A concept instance from graph
A := EL tool
Output: A modified concept instance with only single EL results
e = A.annotate(c.text)
c.entities = e
return c

*/

Even though TagMe is developed as EL tools for short text, it performs poorly
for some concepts. Such that, some mentions are referred to a grounding that is
out of context considering the complete text and the neighboring concept nodes.
In theory this will be more prominent for concept that has very short text. For
example: a concept text "screening" is grounded to Screening (medicine)2 with the
confidence score 0.061 by using Algorithm 3.1: Single EL. Considering its adjacent
concepts (Figure 3.3), this grounding is not relevant.

Figure 3.3: Concept instance n1-80 ("screening" in blue) with its adjacent concept instance

To mitigate this problem, the subgraph where a concept belongs to needs to
be considered while performing EL task (Algorithm 3.2: Agreed EL). This is done
by finding all the concepts that directly connected (both inwards and outwards)
to the original concept. Then each of the neighbors’ text is concatenated with the
original concept text forming a pair. Each pair creates a combined text then it is
annotated by TagMe. As seen in Table 3.2, the various combined texts are created
for "screening" using its neighbors, which lead to different groundings.
When pair annotations are completed, the agreed entities needs to be found. To
do this, unique mentions and groundings are counted and the maximum is taken
2

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Screening_(medicine)
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Combined texts
screening candidates
screening those who want a fair judiciary
screening judicial system
screening justice
screening society
screening citizens
screening judicial candidates have
sufficient merit

Grounding of "screening"
Sampling (statistics)
Sampling (statistics)

Score
0.0085
0.0986

Sampling (statistics)
Genetic testing
Screening (medicine)
Sampling (statistics)
Sampling (statistics)

0.1995
0.1802
0.1765
0.1749
0.1399

Table 3.2: Combined text as input and grounding for "screening" using Agreed El

as the entities. More specifically, it aims to take the most dominant grounding for
each original mention from the single annotation detected in each pairing. From
the results seen in Table 3.2, Sampling (statistics)3 is chosen as the grounding for
"screening" since it is detected for 5 out of 7 pairings. In case multiple equally
dominant groundings from the pairings exist, the one with the highest average
confidence score is chosen. Using Agreed EL will hopefully yield a more context
accurate results for not only concepts with short text but also ones with longer text,
which holds several mentions, as the surrounding nodes can give some context to
the original concept.
With these results, each concept instance has an additional attribute, namely
entity list, where each element refers to the EL results from the Algorithm 3.2:Agreed
El. In addition to the concept text, the following concept representations can be
formed by using the agreed entities:
(a) its original concept text
(b) concatenation of its mentions
(c) concatenation of its grounding
(d) concatenation of its concept text and groundings
For example, the result for the concept "national renewable energy" can be represented in the form of (a) - (d) as seen in Table 3.3. Because mentions are essentially a subset of the original concept text, they hold even less information and do
not provide any more context to the concept. Thus, any further use of mentions is
omitted.
With these 4 forms of concept representation, concept instances are ready for
the next stage of processing namely clustering by K-Means.
3

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sampling_(statistics)
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Algorithm 3.2: agreedEntityLinking(c, A)
/* EL with single concept and pairing with its
neighbor.
*/
Input : c := A concept instance from graph
A := EL tool
Output: A modified concept instance with both single and agreed EL
results
e = A.annotate(c.text)
c.singleEntities = e
foreach n ∈ c.neighbors do
p = c.text + n.text
f = A.annotate(p)
c.addP airResults(e)
end
g = findAgreement(c.getP airResults(), e)
c.agreedEntities = g
return c
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

national renewable energy
national renewable energy renewable energy renewable energy standard
nation renewable energy renewable portfolio standard
national renewable energy nation renewable energy renewable portfolio
standard
Table 3.3: Concept representation of "national renewable energy"

3.2

Concept Grouping

In this section, concept instances will be grouped together according to the six
forms of their concept representation. The goal of this stage is to group the concept
instances based on their relatedness. This is done by K-Means cluster. It reduces
the number of record comparison that needs to be done by textual entailment.
Taking the various concept representations resulted from the previous steps,
concepts instances are clustered non-hierarchically using K-Means4 and cosine distance 5 as the similarity metrics. To produce the feature space required to perform
this clustering technique, I have the liberty to use and test two popular embed4

https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/generated/sklearn.
cluster.KMeans.html
5
https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/generated/sklearn.
metrics.pairwise.cosine_similarity.html
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ding models, Doc2Vec6 and BERT7 . Hence, there are 12 clustering configurations
in total: two embedding models for each of the six concept representations.
Because domain knowledge (how many clusters is supposed to exist) is unknown, the concepts instances are incrementally clustered from k = 5 to 1500 (both
extremes are included) with 5 units intervals. This amounts to 300 clustering results for each configuration. I opt to use 5 units intervals in order to get a much
faster process. Although it is definitely helpful for better result, my assessment
determine that an approximation of relatedness is sufficient considering the quality of each cluster. Generally, the scores do not differ from one cluster to next
so significantly that it justifies the longer processing time for accuracy. Hence, I
consider 5 unit intervals to be sufficient.
Based on manual observation with the help of intrinsic scoring, k around 300
to 400 seem to provide a sufficiently good results and thus, enclose a good number
of linking candidates. This is important because higher k leads to faster pairwise
textual entailment processing but reduce the accuracy because a number of linking
candidates may potentially be located in different clusters. With this in mind, clusters for each configuration are chosen and undergone the next step of grouping,
namely textual entailment.

3.3

Concept Linking

With the chosen cluster of the concept representations, TE is performed. The goal
of this phase are twofold to find the candidate of semantic equivalences and to
create new argumentative links based on the TE results. Consider the following
cases:
(1) Bidirectional textual entailment (BTE): are the group of concept instances which
entail one another semantically equivalent? (Subsection 3.3.1)
(2) Unidirectional textual entailment (UTE): does the premise imply a new relation, given an existing argumentative relation? (Subsection 3.3.2)
(3) Combination of UTE and BTE: does implied relation due to UTE involving
concept instances that are semantically equivalent make sense?
The case (1) handles sematically equivalent concepts (Subsection 3.3.1) by using
BTE. Groups of mutually entailed are merged into a composite concept then all original argumentative links or relations are re-routed into the newly created composite
concept (Figure 3.4). This can potentially reveal new knowledge by bridging two
6
7

https://radimrehurek.com/gensim/models/doc2vec.html
https://www.sbert.net/docs/pretrained_models.html
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concepts that previously have no relation (both directly or indirectly) and simplify
the subgraph.

(a) Before merging A, B and C

(b) After merging A, B and C into X

Figure 3.4: A, B and C are semantic equivalents. Merging them to X create a link between G and E and reveal a cycle with F

The case (2) refers to creation of new relation due to TE (Figure 3.5). Since UTE
means that the truth in the premise concept is implied in the hypothesis concept,
argumentative relation can also be formed to a third concept. This is divided into
two subcases (Subsection 3.3.2): (2a) entailed to the source and (2b) entailed to the
target. Both address whether the newly created relations make sense (dotted purple
arrow).

(a) Blue arrow: X entails to Y

(b) Dotted purple arrow: Implication

Figure 3.5: It is implied that Z affect X because X entail Y and Y is affected by Z

The case (3) emerges because approaches for handling case (1) and case (2)
are carried out subsequently on the same argumentation graph. As such BTE and
UTE may not be isolated case for composite concept. Case (3) is essentially similar
to the case (2). The difference is that it handles specifically the composite concept
instances whose components entails to the other concept instances.
The implementation of TE used in thesis is developed by AllenNLP8 [29]. Described as a triplet of entailment E, contradiction C and neutral N score which
total to 100%, TE score between a premise and a hypothesis can be illustrated as
point in a triangular coordinate system as shown in Figure 3.6. Hence, tendency
to any of the extremes indicates their type of unidirectional entailment relationship. For example, any point within the area near the entailment corner (shown in
green) shows that the concept p entails the other h (denoted by p ⇒ h).
8

https://demo.allennlp.org/textual-entailment/roberta-snli
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Figure 3.6: Textual entailment coordinate system

However, there is neither reference on how this entailment area that is defined
nor a clear scoring threshold. What is clear is that ambiguity occurs when all
three relations type are equal (shown as red point in the middle of the triangle).
At this point, the ratio of the scores E : C : N = 1 : 1 : 1. Using this ratio, I
define the entailment ratio of E : C : N = ε : 1 : 1, where ε is an entailment
factor. For the purpose of starting assessment, initial entailment factor is defined
as ε0 = 1.1. Which means, E between p and h needs to be at least 10% greater than
the other two scores for them to qualify as p ⇒ h. To give some clarity, consider
the following cases of the entailment score Sp,h , where p is the input premise and
h is the input hypothesis with concept instance A, B and C as inputs:
• SA,B = (E, C, N) = (40.00%, 35.00%, 25.00%). Thus, A ⇒ B since E >
ε0 × C ∧ E > ε0 × N.
• SB,A = (E, C, N) = (51.30%, 48.69%, 0.01%). Therefore, B ; A and their
entailment relation are considered ambiguous between entailment and contradiction since E < ε0 × C even though E > ε0 × N.
The entailment factor ε are then applied pairwise bidirectionally to the concept
instances. For this, concept text is used as the representation of the input pair of
concept instances as to avoid a misinterpretation of the concepts and to capture
their actual semantic meaning. Then, a matrix of entailment scores of all pairwise
combination within each cluster is obtained. For example, a cluster number 178
has the following matrices: E as seen in Table 3.4, C in Table 3.5 and N in Table 3.6.
E178
n2-46
n2-1184
n1-764
n1-2217

n2-46
1.0000
0.0005
0.0006
0.0006

n2-1184
0.0003
1.0000
0.9677
0.0003

n1-764
0.0002
0.0008
1.0000
0.0000

n1-2217
0.0004
0.0005
0.0005
1.0000

Table 3.4: Entailment E matrix of cluster 178
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C178
n2-46
n2-1184
n1-764
n1-2217

n2-46
1.0000
0.0137
0.0554
0.9921

n2-1184
0.9922
1.0000
0.0005
0.9966

n1-764
0.9921
0.0007
1.0000
0.9997

n1-2217
0.0025
0.0015
0.0016
1.0000

Table 3.5: Contradiction C matrix of cluster 178

N178
n2-46
n2-1184
n1-764
n1-2217

n2-46
1.0000
0.9858
0.9440
0.0073

n2-1184
0.0075
1.0000
0.0318
0.0032

n1-764
0.0078
0.9985
1.0000
0.0003

n1-2217
0.9971
0.9980
0.9979
1.0000

Table 3.6: N eutral N matrix of cluster 178

This approach is carried out for every cluster. Because merging of semantic
equvalent concepts into composite concepts due to BTE is carried out first, the linking due to UTE needs to take into account the TE relation of the components of
composite concepts. If any of the components has UTE with other concepts or a
component of another composite concept, linking approaches will be carried out.
The effectiveness of this heuristic and this phase overall will be assessed using
a survey. The answers of the survey will become an initial indication for an ideal
TE result (sensible merging and linking candidates). The value of entailment factor
ε will then be adjusted as to match the ideal TE results as close as possible. The
assessment and survey answers as well as the adjusted factor result are further
explained in Section 4.3.

3.3.1

Case (1): Bidirectional Textual Entailment (BTE)

Because candidates of semantic equivalence might not be only two but rather
several concept instances within any given cluster, a heuristic needs to be used
(Lemma 3.3.1.2). According to Berant et al., TE has a transitive property.
Lemma 3.3.1.1 (Berant et al. [7]). If a ⇒ b and b ⇒ c then a ⇒ c
By extension, I consider bidirectional textual entailment (BTE) to have a transitive property as well.
Lemma 3.3.1.2. If A ⇔ B and B ⇔ C then A ⇔ C
Proof. Assume Lemma 3.3.1.2 is false. BTE can be defined as two UTEs in opposite
direction. If transitivity on BTE cannot be held true then one of the two UTEs is
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false. If any of the two UTEs is false, Lemma 3.3.1.1 cannot be true. Hence, there
is a contradiction and Lemma 3.3.1.2 must be true.
Therefore, it is enough to defined concept instances A, B, C as semantic equivalence A ⇔ B ⇔ C when A ⇔ B and B ⇔ C are known. However, this assumes
that entailment has always 100% confidence score which may not be realistic with
the current state-of-the-art implementation. This may lead to somewhat inaccurate merging candidates. Examples of this are shown in Table 3.7.
New ID
nx-151114592
nx-183468704

Entailment results
"kid" ⇔ "young person" ⇔ "nclb child" ⇔ "one child" ⇔ "youth"
⇔ "child"
"health industry" ⇔ "healthcare worker" ⇔"health consciou"
⇔ "healthcare system" ⇔ "health care supplier" ⇔ "healthcare
industry" ⇔ "health care cost" ⇔ "health care subscriber" ⇔
"health crisi" ⇔ "health risk" ⇔ "health information" ⇔ "spread
health" ⇔ "health care" ⇔ "healthcare" ⇔ "health care system"

Table 3.7: Bidirectionally entailed concept instances with ε = 1.1. These are to be merged
and hence, have a new ID

3.3.2

Case (2): Unidirectional Textual Entailment (UTE)

To handle concept linking for unidirectional textual entailment (UTE), I consider
these following two cases (Figure 3.7): (2a) entailed to the source and (2b) entailed
to the target. From the chosen k− clustering result, triplets of concepts (p, s, t) are
obtained based on their unidirectional TE, where p 6= s 6= t. The reasoning behind
the approaches on case (2a) and (2b) is based on the definition of the entailment
that premise p ⇒ hypothesis h iff h is not informative with respect to p [44]. My
observation seems to align with this statatement as p tends to be more specific and
holds more information than h.
Case (2a): Implied relation due to entailed argumentative source
Given that there is an argumentative relation from a source concept (s) to a target
concept (t), an implied argumentative relation from a premise concept (p) to t may
emerge since p ⇒ s as seen in Subfigure 3.7a.
Remark 3.3.2.1. Given that s → t and p ⇒ s, p → t
The reasoning behind this approach is that since p shows more specific meaning to s due to UTE, p also affects t just like s does. Take example number 1 from
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(a) Entailed to the source

(b) Entailed to the target

Figure 3.7: e is a premise concept and s and t concepts have an argumentative relation
and are used as hypothesis

the Table 3.8, it is implied that "producer of healthy food" affect "dieter" positively
(p → t) since entails "producer of healthy food" to "healthier menu" (p ⇒ s) and
"healthier menu" affect "dieter" positively (s → t). Likewise, this applies to the
negative argumentative relation (s 9 t).
No.
1
2
3

p
"producer
of
healthy food"
"human greenhouse ga emission"
"terrorist
attack"

s
"healthier
menu"
"greenhouse ga
emission"

t
"dieter"

arg(s, t)
positive

E(p, s)
0.9019

"air pollution"

negative

0.9508

"terrorism"

"person
targeted
by
terrorism"

negative

0.9768

Table 3.8: Entailed to source triplet samples

Case (2b): Implied relation due to entailed argumentative target
The similar logic can be applied when premise p entails to target t instead of source
s. Again given that s → t, it is implied that s → p since p ⇒ t as seen in
Subfigure 3.7b.
Remark 3.3.2.2. Given that s → t and p ⇒ t, s → p
This is because p seems to have the truth and specific meaning to t and thus
s will also affect p. Take triplet number 1 from the Table 3.9 as an example, it
is implied that "needle exchange" affect "risk of pulmonary embolism" negatively
(s 9 p) since "risk of pulmonary embolism" entails "infection" (p ⇒ s) and "needle
exchange" affect "infection" negatively (s 9 t). Likewise, this applies to the positive
argumentative relation (s → t).
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No.
1
2
3

p
"risk of pulmonary
embolism"
"eu budget"
"develop
the
party platform"

s
"needle
change"

ex-

"independent
kosovo
the
most viable"
"flag controversial issue for the
public"

t
"infection"

arg(s, t)
negative

E(p, s)
0.7233

"eu"

positive

0.9553

"party"

positive

0.8407

Table 3.9: Entailed to target triplet samples

3.3.3

Case (3): UTE involving semantically equivalents

This case is essentially similar to the previous UTE cases. The difference is that
instead of basic concept instance, any of the triplet (p, s, t) is composite concept.
Consider a premise p, and two concept instances a and b. Given that a ⇔ b,
composite concept X is formed with (a, b) as the component. If p ⇒ a is valid,
p ⇒ b is also valid.
Lemma 3.3.3.1. Since a ⇔ b, p ⇒ a when p ⇒ b.
Proof. Assume p ⇒ a is false. Because a ⇔ b, b hold the same semantic meaning
as a and thus b = a. Since p ⇒ b is valid, p ⇒ a must also be valid. This is a
contradiction on the assumption. Therefore, Lemma 3.3.3.1 must be valid.
Hypothetically, this can also be applied for the premises that are formed into
composite concept considering TE has a transitive property. With this, the same
logic as the subcases of UTE can be applied. Without the loss of generality, consider a triplet of composite concepts (P, S, T ) with arbitary number of components.
Given that, (p ∈ P, s ∈ S, t ∈ T ), the following UTE cases is also valid (the negative argumentative relation also apply here):
(a) Implied relation due to entailed argumentative composite source:
Remark 3.3.3.1. P → T since S → T and P ⇒ S iff p → t, s → t and
p⇒s
For example:
P = {p0 } = {"human greenhouse ga emission"}, S = {s0 , s1 , . . .} = {
"greenhouse ga emission", "release greenhouse gas", . . .}, T = {t0 } = { "air
pollution" }. Because p0 ⇒ s0 and s0 9 t0 , it can be implied that p0 9 t0
following Remark 3.3.2.1. Due to semantic equivalence, S 9 T and P ⇒ S
are valid. Hence, P 9 T .
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(b) Implied relation due to entailed argumentative composite target:
Remark 3.3.3.2. S → P since S → T and P ⇒ T iff s → p, s → t and
p⇒t
For example:
P = {p0 } = {"develop the party platform"}, S = {s0 } = { "flag controversial issue for the public" }, T = {t0 , t1 , . . .} = { "party", "political party",
. . .}. Because p0 ⇒ t0 and s0 → t0 , it can be implied that s0 → p0 following
Remark 3.3.2.2. Due to semantic equivalence, S → T and P ⇒ T are valid.
Hence, S → P.
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Evaluation
4.1

Pairwise Entity Linking

As explained in Subsection 3.1.2, pairing a concept instance with each of its neighbor aims to provide the EL tool TagMe with more context, improve the results of
EL tools and therefore, produce more relevant mentions and groundings. From
this step, the Agreed EL results across the pairings are obtained for each concept
instances. To evaluate this approach, 100 unique concept instances (Appendix A)
are randomly selected whose text contains combinations of the following characteristics:
1. Varying linguistic complexity (short words, phrases)
2. Acronyms or terminologies (e.g "chao, presence of such ad")
3. Plural, singular, negation forms (e.g. "natives", "non-native")
4. General concepts (e.g. "land","society")
5. Numerals (e.g. "700b plan", "web 2 0 democratizing and decentralizing effect")
6. Typos (e.g "indigenou people", "mar mission")
Furthermore, the samples’ Single EL results and Agreed EL results must be somewhat different for the purpose of evaluation (Appendix B). From these 100 concepts
samples, 193 mentions are obtained. Out of these 193 mentions, 114 mentions M
are grounded differently by using Algorithm 3.1:Single EL and Algorithm 3.2:Agreed
EL (GSEL 6= GAEL ). For instance, a concept text "national renewable energy standard" has different GSEL (Table 4.1) and GAEL (Table 4.2).
From these 114 samples M , the occurance of the correct grounding detected
from agreed results GAEL are counted. The grounding GAEL is considered correct if it makes sense and relevant to the entire topic of the concept text and the
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surrounding concepts. For example, the GAEL (Nation1 ) of a mention "national"
(Table 4.2) is considered correct in comparison to its GSEL (The National (Abu
Dhabi)2 ) counterpart (Table 4.1).
Generally speaking, this approach results in entities with higher confidence
scores which helps to disambiguate and gives the more context specific entities.
Around 52.6% (60 out of 114 M ), Agreed EL leads to correction.
mention
"national"
"renewable energy"
"renewable energy standard"

grounding GSEL
The National (Abu Dhabi)
Renewable energy
Renewable portfolio standard

score
0.061
0.392
0.231

Table 4.1: GSEL for concept instance "national renewable energy standard"

mention
"national"
"renewable energy"
"renewable energy standard"

grounding GAEL
Nation
Renewable energy
Renewable portfolio standard

score
0.115
0.420
0.211

Table 4.2: GAEL for concept instance "national renewable energy standard"

However, this approach does not always yield the most desirable results. Around
12.2% (14 out of 114 M ), GAEL are less accurate than GSEL . This is because the
true meaning of the entity within the confine of the concept can be diluted further
by the concept surrounding it. For example, a mention "non native" is detected
from a concept text "non native dropout rate" which is grounded by using:
• Single EL: Introduced species3 with confidence score = 0.083
• Agreed EL: Invasive species4 with confidence score = 0.062
In addition, mentions detected from the pairings may be different from ones
detected from the Single EL due to the concatenation of the texts. For example, a
mentions from a concept text "language" by using:
• Single EL: mention "language" is grounded to Language5 with confidence
score = 0.009
1

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_National_(Abu_Dhabi)
3
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Introduced_species
4
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Invasive_species
5
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Language
2
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• Agreed EL: mention "language" becomes "language translation" and is grounded
to Translation6 with confidence score = 0.335,
The concept of "language" experience dilution due to pairings to "translation" which
leads to the change of mention from "language" to "language translation". In this
case, The results Agreed EL does not interpret the concept "language" correctly,
although they are has significantly higher score than the one of Single EL.
In the rare cases, the dilution is sometimes worse as the original mention
from Single EL is not even detected. For example, the mention "vote" from "accurateÂ vote" is not recognized with Agreed EL. On the positive note, such dilution
may be beneficial to the concept clustering since some words should not be recognized as an entity.
Despite the shortcomings, the overall results of Agreed EL are satisfactory and
more context accurate based on the graph. This is not of huge implication because
the entities are used as a part of various concept representation for clustering and
improved approximation of concepts grouping instead of being involved directly
as input in similarity detection. Hence, mentions and groundings from the agreed
entities are used in favour of ones from the single entities for the next steps.

4.2

K-Means Clustering

As explained in Section 3.2, the concepts instances are incrementally clustered
from k = 5 to 1500 (both extremes are included) with 5 units intervals. This amounts
to 300 clustering results for each configuration. As ground truth (which concepts
a cluster is supposed to contain) is also unavailable, the quality of each clustering
needs to be measured intrinsically for each k clustering results. The general convention in this case seem to suggest that the use of silhouette score is suitable one.
Hence, silhouette score is measured for each clustering of the 12 configurations
(Figure 4.1 for Doc2Vec and Figure 4.2 for BERT).
As seen in Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2 the scores fluctuate across the number of
clusters. As such, it is not enough to simply pick the highest scores. Therefore,
I find three peak values of each curve to be considered for the best k - clustering
candidates. These peak values are obtained using a python implementation from
scipy7 . The following are the peak [k-cluster, silhouette score] pairs:
• Doc2Vec:
(a) [185, 0.0607], [305, 0.0602], [445, 0.0592]
6

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Translation
https://docs.scipy.org/doc/scipy/reference/generated/scipy.
signal.find_peaks.html
7
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Figure 4.1: Silhouette scores for K-Means clustering using Doc2Vec from k = 5 to 1500

(b) [1490, 0.0767], [1390, 0.0738], [1265, 0.0732]
(c) [290, 0.0590], [405, 0.0556], [140, 0.0550]
(d) [230, 0.0571], [345, 0.0567], [475, 0.0563]
• BERT:
(a) [365, 0.0461], [720, 0.0451], [255, 0.0448]
(b) [295, 0.0498], [545, 0.0489], [395, 0.0480]
(c) [220, 0.0464], [375, 0.0460], [495, 0.0423]
(d) [310, 0.0558], [470, 0.0555], [580, 0.0548]
for (a) original concept text, (b) concatenation of its mentions, (c) concatenation
of its grounding and (d) concatenation of its concept text and groundings.
From these candidates, the highest quality clustering results of peak scores for
every configuration are inspected manually. For this, the 100 unique concept instances (Appendix A) are again used this time as anchor concept instances. These
anchors are used to evaluate the peak k−cluster across the 8 configuration in regard to their cluster membership. A good k−cluster is a cluster whose concept
membership makes the most sense in terms of semantic relatedness. The evaluation starts with the lowest k (185) to the highest (1490) for every peak [k-cluster,
silhouette score] pairs and configurations.
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Figure 4.2: Silhouette scores for K-Means clustering using BERT from k = 5 to 1500

Beginning with k = 185, we can already omit the usage of (b) mention and (c)
grounding input for feature space and consequently, the next processing steps. The
clusters produced by this configuration using either of the models are for the most
part badly grouped and its membership does not make sense. In other words, the
concepts in most clusters are barely related and some are not of the similar topic at
all. Even at the highest sillouhette score, clusters using (b) (Table 4.3) or (c) seem to
have an incoherent concept membership. This might be due to the fact that solely
using (b) and (c) strips additional information from the already lacking concept
text. In addition, some concept texts do not have mention at all.
185 (Doc2Vec)
700b plan
future generation
progress
confidence spending
build confidence
···

185 (BERT)
700b plan
make change
grow better
antus establishment
spending limit
···

365 (BERT)
700b plan
make water cheaper
water
end
side effect
···

Table 4.3: Cluster of (b) with "700b plan" as anchor. (There is no other common member
among the three clustering configuration results beyond the one(s) listed here)

Using mention in conjuction with other concept representation seem to be
pointless as well since it will only repeat the words or entity that is already con30
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tained in concept text. Hence, it is more meaningful to base the clustering on
concept texts (a) and their combination with grounding (d) and omit the usage of
mention and grounding altogether. Combining concept text and grounding as the
concept representation (d) may lead to a better cluster. This is especially true if
groundings are correct for a given concept text. Interestingly, such effectiveness
due to this combination is only observed when the Doc2Vec model is used (Table 4.4). For clusters with BERT, concept text as concept representation yield best
cluster membership overall (Table 4.5).
(a) concept text
"700b plan"
"picken plan"
"progress"
"picken plan wind turbine"
"strategic planning"
"planning ahead"
"planning"
"partition plan"
"failed start up"
"step"

(d) concept text-grounding
"700b plan"
"policymaker"
"picken plan"
"domestic company"
"monetary policy"
"fiscal policy"
"debate on holocaust"
"global policy"
"domestic producer"
"policy"
"immigration control policy"
"english only policy"
···

Table 4.4: (a) and (d) based cluster using Doc2Vec and "700b plan" as anchor. (There is
no other common member between (a) and (d) beyond the ones) listed here)

(a) concept text
"700b plan"
"700 mile fence"
"700b bailout"

(d) concept text-grounding
"700b plan"
"domestic company"
"fiscal policy"
"picken plan"
···

Table 4.5: (a) and (d) based cluster using BERT and "700b plan" as anchor. (There is no
other common member between (a) and (d) than "700b plan")

In general, BERT model produce a better cluster than Doc2Vec given the same
k. The members of clusters produced by K-Means with BERT model do not only
contain more similar words but also have more relevant topic. Hence, it is easier
to infer a meaningful topic from a cluster produced by BERT than Doc2Vec. For
the next step, the k = 365 cluster of concept text using BERT is used.
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4.3

Textual Entailment

AllenNLP is used to determine the TE relation between the concept instances for
every cluster with the initial entailment factor ε0 = 1.1 as explained in Section 3.3.
Due to its relatively good membership as evaluated in Section 4.2, the chosen clusters are one resulted from the following configuration:
• k = 365 clustering technique
• BERT as embedding model
• concept text as concept representation
The evaluation is carried out with the help of two surveys targeted to human experts. First survey aims to give an initial guide which of the resulting concept
mergings and implications due to entailment with ε0 make sense and which characteristic they have. The second is conducted with different value of ε or a threshold of E.
To reiterate, the surveys are used to assess the following cases:
(1) Bidirectional textual entailment (BTE): are the group of concept instances which
entail one another semantically equal? (Subsection 3.3.1)
(2) Unidirectional textual entailment (UTE): does the premise imply a new relation, given an existing argumentative relation? (Subsection 3.3.2). This has
two subcases:
(a) Implied relation due to entailed source
(b) Implied relation due to entailed target
(3) Combination of UTE and BTE: does implied relation due to UTE involving
concept instances that are semantically equivalent make sense?

4.3.1

Survey on concept linking with ε0

The first survey contains 2 section: first section to evaluate case (2) and (3) and the
second one to evaluate case (1). For the first section, 15 implied relation based on
Remarks 3.3.2.1, 10 based on Remarks 3.3.3.1, 15 based on Remarks 3.3.2.2 and 10
based on Remarks 3.3.3.2 are randomly chosen. The respondents are asked if the
implied relation makes sense given the existing argumentative relation without
knowing the entailment. The questions are formulated like so:
(A) "hassle of regulating conflict of interest" affects negatively "government". (B) "hassle of regulating conflict of interest" affects negatively
"federal government". Does (A) implies (B)?
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The second section ask the respondents to try to regroup (if necessary) the
concept instances that are considered as semantically equivalents.
Overall, the first survey responses indicate that ε0 = 1.1 is too low. The answers from the respodents differ greatly in regard to many of the merging and
linking candidates. For starter, some concept instances that are regarded as a semantic equivalent do not actually have the same meaning according to the survey
respondents (Table 4.6) and thus, should be grouped into different composite concepts if possible. On many cases, repondents have difficulty to decide and agree
which concept instance should belong into the same group.
Merging candidates
"technology" ⇔ "creator"
⇔ "innovation" ⇔ "creationism"
⇔ "technology advance" ⇔
"modernisation" ⇔ "evolution"
"weapon" ⇔ "arm"
⇔ "army"
cut taxe ⇔ increase taxe ⇔
higher taxe ⇔ tax rate reduction
⇔ clas warfare to pas tax burden

Survey responses
"technology" ⇔ "technology advance"
"creator" ⇔ "creationism"
"modernisation" ⇔ "innovation"
"evolution"
"weapon"
"arm"
"army"
increase taxe ⇔ higher taxe
cut taxe ⇔ tax rate reduction
clas warfare to pas tax burden

Table 4.6: BTE using ε0 yields merging candidates which actually are not semantically
similar and thus, should be split according to the respondents

(a) Entailed to the source

(b) Entailed to the target

Figure 4.3: The count of each answer in the 1st survey for case (2) for each respondents

The respondents’ answers on UTE cases also give the same indication. Respondents have difficulty to make sense the implied relation on many occasions with
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only the average 16.7% implied relations are valid for case (2a). Furthermore, 50%
implied relations are valid for case (2b).

(a) Entailed to the source

(b) Entailed to the target

Figure 4.4: The count of each answer in the 1st survey for case (3) for each respondents

It seems that implied relations for the case (3) seems to fare well with 65% for
case (3a) and case (3b). However, upon close inspection, repondents do not seem to
agree wheter the implied relation makes sense on many occasions including those
for case (2). The breakdown of each response is attached on Appendix C.
On the positive light, the respondents are in total agreement with the merging
and linking candidates which are associated with a near 100% E including the
sample cases as seen in Table 3.8 and Table 3.9. This indicates that a higher value
of ε or E threshold needs to be applied before any conclusion is to be made.

4.3.2

Survey on concept linking with E > 0.9

Based on the first survey, the TE approach (Section 3.3) is repeated using differentε
and consequently E threshold. Upon further inspection, the lowest E that matches
the grouping for case (1) and results in repondents’ agreement for case (2) from the
survey turns out to be 0.9. With it, TE approach for concept linking are performed
and new set of composites and implied relations are generated. Besides composites
concepts and implied relation which involve E > 90%, almost all sample composites
and implied relation that are previouly used in survey do not exist in the new set.
As expected, the composite concepts are more granular than those with ε = 1.1.
Their components are actually paraphrases and in many cases are slight typographical errors and lexical variations (Table 4.7).
Seeing the encouraging results of E threshold, the second survey is conducted.
This time, the survey aims only to assess the implied relation due to UTE (both
case (2) and (3)). With the total of 70 questions, 20 implied relation for case (2a),
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Merging candidates with ε = 1.1
"kid" ⇔ "young person" ⇔ "nclb child"
⇔ "one child" ⇔ "youth" ⇔ "child"
"health industry" ⇔ "healthcare
worker" ⇔ "health consciou" ⇔
"healthcare system" ⇔ "health care
supplier" ⇔ "healthcare industry"
⇔ "health care cost" ⇔ "health care
subscriber" ⇔ "health crisi" ⇔ "health
risk" ⇔ "health information" ⇔
"spread health" ⇔ "health care" ⇔
"healthcare" ⇔ "health care system"

Merging candidates with E > 0.9
"kid" ⇔ "child"; "young person" ⇔
"youth"; "one child"; "nclb child"
"health
industry";
"healthcare
worker"; "health consciou"; "healthcare system" ⇔ "health care system";
"health care supplier"; "healthcare
industry"; "health care cost"; "health
care subscriber"; "health crisi"; "health
risk"; "health information"; "spread
health"; "health care" ⇔ "healthcare"

Table 4.7: Differences of ones considered semantic equivalences between BTE with the
initial ε = 1.1 and the E threshold > 0.9.

15 for (3a), another 20 for case (2b) and 15 for (3b) are randomly chosen. The same
as the first section of the first survey, The respondents are asked the same way as
the section 1 in the 1st survey.

(a) Entailed to the source

(b) Entailed to the target

Figure 4.5: The count of each answer in the 2nd survey for case (2) for each respondents

The assessment result is very positive for both cases (case (2) and (3) with their
respective subcases) with favourable percentage that agrees on the implied relation. On average, 82.5% implied relations for both case (2a) and (2b) are valid
according to the respondents (Figure 4.5).
For the case (3a), the average 80% of implied relations are considered true on
the average while 20% of them need the opposite implied relation (implied relation
should be the opposite of the existing argumentative relation) as seen in Figure 4.6.
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Similarly, 86.6% implied relations are valid for case (3b) with 26% implied relations
are invalid. The breakdown of this survey can be seen in Appendix D.

(a) Entailed to the source

(b) Entailed to the target

Figure 4.6: The count of each answer in the 2nd survey for case (3) for each respondents

The surveys show that with appropriate E threshold, TE is helpful to link concept instances for various cases. However, TE may not be sufficient for certain arguments and their corresponding concept instances as it lacks the argumentative
bias that the AKG represents as a whole. Consider the following cases in regard to
the concepts "penalty", "fine and penalty" and "death penalty":
• Because "penalty" ⇒ "fine and penalty", "penalty" → "company" implies "fine
and penalty" → "company". This follows the Remark 3.3.2.1 and is considered
true by the respondents.
• In contrast, respondents cannot decide whether "penalty" → "society" implies
"death penalty" → "society" eventhough "penalty" ⇒ "death penalty" which,
same as the previous case, follows the Remark 3.3.2.1.
Overall, TE can be applied to reveal new implied relation related to argumentative relation as well as to merge semantic equivalents given that the E threshold
is high enough. On the rare occasion, some linking candidates still however need
a close assessment.
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Conclusion
This thesis demonstrates the usefulness of textual entailment in linking argumentative concept instances in conjunction with entity linking and K - Means clustering. With various concept representations obtained from entity linking and configurations of K - Means, the most appropriate k number cluster of semantically
related concept instances can be found. With this approach, textual entailment
can be applied with less computation time while still retaining a high chance of
success as opposed to the application of textual entailment directly to the complete
set of concept instances.
By taking advantage of bidirectional and unidirectional textual entailment between two concept instances, concept linking is carried out to merge semantically
equivalent concept instances and to create new implied argumentative relations
using the existing argumentative relations. With a near 100% entailment score as
a threshold, the thesis at hand shows that concept linking based on TE can yield
very good results.
Some cases however need to be handled separately as TE cannot take the relation or the argument bias represented by the AKG into account. Further research
on the nature of argumentation and its relation with TE is required to handle such
cases.
On the aspect of concept representation, there is a possible method to get a
more accurate representation of a concept by exploiting the Wikipedia category.
This is however largely dependent on the performance of TagMe or Wikipediabased EL tool (wikifier). In rare cases during the writing of this, it has been observed that TagMe cannot give an accurate grounding. Although a certain threshold can be applied to ensure that only mention and grounding with high confidence
score are accepted, this may not work well. This is especially true when the mentions recorded in Wikipedia only point to one single Wikipedia article or entity. In
this case, TagMe will always give inaccurate grounding regardless of how much
context is given to the mention as there is no other possible grounding. Therefore,
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exploiting the category in this state will be pointless in this state and that is why it
is omitted from this thesis. To make this approach work, a better wikifier or more
sophisticated EL tool needs to be used. Furthermore, the knowledge base of such
EL has to accommodate the categorization of their entities.
Another future improvement that can be applied to benefit entity linking, clustering, and textual entailment is typographical error elimination. Before the further process, such typographical error needs to be recognized and corrected. This
can be done by finding some candidates with the shortest Levenshtein distance
(or other similarity metrics). Moreover, the adjacent argumentative concepts can
also be used to choose the most probable correction among the aforementioned
candidates.
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Concept Samples
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

Concept
700b plan
accurate vote
achievement of killing osama
agitate usa west relation
become a forced norm
beneficial mind altering effect
biofuel production
border fence
brightest
burden immigrant
cap and trade system
carbon trading
chance for a stable government would significantly decrease after usa
withdrawal from iraq
chao
cheaper travel and greater acces
child s mental health
circumventing certain more ordinary legal
collapsing of the skull of the partially born fetu
division extremist want
donation center to use footage in commercial
drug use can be beneficial to user
educate public about gun
ego to unhealthy level
election
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25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63

embryonic stem cell research greater in potential
fulfilling life
full dollarization
future conflict
gameplay among youth ha increased
giving indium nuclear aid
gm crop mix with native plant
gun fatality
help other state be more stable
hunger
ill advised global
illegal
important political alternative
improve poor person life style
incentive for illegal immigrant to remain inside a country
increase chance of mar mission
increasing migrant right
independent scotland
indigenou people
indium with relatively little energy
indulging in viewing perfect man woman
inflation pressure
innocent person should not be persecuted
insecurity
institutionalized in destructive way
insufficient broadband market choice
interaction with other culture
iraqi leader
iraqi troop to defect to the insurgency
israeli woman
japan
job los
judicial system
keeping company honest
keystone
kosovo independence
land
large polygamou family
latino
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64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100

leaking lubricating oil from wind power
lessening the strength of hurricane
lifting gaza
language
man
mandating military service
mar mission
market acces
mature rapidly
medical advancement
member of the team
method than circumcision
microfinance
national renewable energy standard
national hysterium
need to protect against opposing the group
new technique
non native dropout rate
obama african decent
ozone layer damaging
presence of such ad
public welfare
purpose
resident
retiree
roma person
stunt
stabilizing the economy
teen
terrorist cause
think it okay
time
victim
void in people heart
wa
worsen antus gun opinion
web 2 0 democratizing and decentralizing effect
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Single and Agreed EL results
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Single (SEL) and Agreed Entity Linking (AEL) Samples

mention with different SEL and AEL groundings
mention which is transformed
less accurate AEL grounding
more accurate AEL grounding
concept

mention

700b plan

plan

accurate vote

accurate

SEL
AEL
silhouette
silhouette
grounding
grounding
score
score
Economic
Plan
0.0018
0.2555
policy
Accuracy
ACCURATE
0.2570 and pre0.0007
cision
Voting
0.2580 n/a
n/a

accurate vote
vote
achievement of killing os
achievement Goal
ama
achievement of killing os
Osama
osama
ama
(film)
Death of
achievement of killing os
killing
Osama bin
ama
Laden
Agitator
agitate usa west relation agitate
(device)
United
agitate usa west relation usa
States
West Geragitate usa west relation west
many
Charles
agitate usa west relation relation
Sanders
Peirce
Norm
become a forced norm
norm
(mathematics)
Benefibeneficial mind altering
beneficial cial ineffect
sects
beneficial mind altering
mind
Mind
effect
biofuel production
biofuel
Biofuel
Producbiofuel production
production tion (economics)
border fence

border
fence

Border
barrier

brightest

brightest*

n/a

burden immigrant

burden

Tax incidence

burden immigrant

immigrant

cap and trade system
cap and trade system

Immigration
cap and tra Emissions
de
trading
system
System
Page 1

0.0015 Goal
0.0100

0.0492

Osama bin
Laden

0.0640

0.0037 Murder

0.0814

Agitator
(device)
United
0.1326
States
Western
0.0368
world
Property
0.0039 (philosophy)
0.0015

0.1249
0.1085
0.1063

Norm (social)

0.2425

0.0005 Probiotic

0.0948

0.0057 Mind

0.0806

0.5977 Biofuel

0.5294

0.0297

0.2036 n/a

n/a

0.0015

Mexico–
United
0.0346
States
barrier
The Best
and the
Brightest
Legal
0.1906 burden of
proof
Immigra0.2246
tion
Emissions
0.5035
trading
0.2067 System

n/a

0.1374

0.2125
0.1424
0.1701
0.5669
0.1968

Single (SEL) and Agreed Entity Linking (AEL) Samples

Carbon
carbon trad
emission
ing
trading

0.1842

Emissions
trading

0.3787

chance

Indeterminism

0.0619

Indeterminism

0.0722

stable

Stable

0.0230

Sorting
algorithm

0.0312

government

Government

0.1041

Government

0.1580

usa

United
States

0.1470

United
States

0.1485

iraq

Iraq

0.3698 Iraq

chao

Chao
(Sonic)

0.0328

Discordianism

0.1808

cheaper travel and greate
travel
r acces

Travel

0.0031 Tourism

0.3160

child s mental health

Child

0.2426

carbon trading
chance for a stable government would significantly decrease after usa
withdrawal from iraq
chance for a stable government would significantly decrease after usa
withdrawal from iraq
chance for a stable government would significantly decrease after usa
withdrawal from iraq
chance for a stable government would significantly decrease after usa
withdrawal from iraq
chance for a stable government would significantly decrease after usa
withdrawal from iraq
chao

child s mental health
circumventing certain mor
e ordinary legal
circumventing certain mor
e ordinary legal
collapsing of the skull o
f the partially born fetu

child

mental heal Mental
th
health
Ordinary
ordinary
(officer)
Legal
legal
personality
Collapse
of the
collapsing World
Trade
Center

collapsing of the skull o
skull
f the partially born fetu
collapsing of the skull o
fetu
f the partially born fetu

Skull
Fetu

Child
abuse
Mental
0.2985
health
Ordinary
0.1831
(officer)
0.1738 Law
Collapse
of the
0.0010 World
Trade
Center
Human
0.0529
skull
0.0429 Fetu
A Division (New
0.0062
York City
Subway)
0.0007 Want
Islamic
0.0322
extremism

0.4254

0.3308
0.3356
0.1124
0.2157

0.0010

0.1402
0.0429

division extremist want

division

Division
(military)

division extremist want

want

Want

division extremist want

extremist

Extremism

donation

Donation

0.0738 Donation

0.0645

center

Centrism

0.0283 Centrism

0.0283

donation center to use
footage in commercial
donation center to use
footage in commercial
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0.0969
0.0007
0.0322

Single (SEL) and Agreed Entity Linking (AEL) Samples

donation center to use
footage in commercial

footage

Footage

donation center to use
footage in commercial

commercial

Advertising

drug use can be beneficial to user

drug use

drug use can be beneficial to user
drug use can be beneficial to user
drug use can be beneficial to user
educate public about gun

0.0791

Recreational
drug use
Beverage
can

Television ad0.1391
vertisement
Recre0.2406 ational
drug use
Can
0.0649
(band)

beneficial

Probiotic

0.0589 HSBC

0.1024

user

Drug user

0.0919 Drug user

0.1312

educate

Education
Public
university
Gun

0.1724 Education

0.0986

0.1284 Public

0.1492

0.0562 Gun
Id, ego
0.1356 and super-ego
0.1972 Health
GCE Advanced
0.0925 Level (United
Kingdom)

0.1208

0.0212 Election

0.1846

can

educate public about gun public
educate public about gun gun
ego to unhealthy level

ego

ego to unhealthy level

unhealthy

ego to unhealthy level

level

election

election

embryonic stem
search greater
tial
embryonic stem
search greater
tial

0.0525 Footage

cell rein poten- potential

Self-concept
Health
GCE Advanced
Level (United
Kingdom)
By-election

0.1451

0.2348
0.1024

0.1831
0.1850
0.1049

Action
potential

0.2382

Quantum
computing

0.2271

cell reembryonic s Embryonic
in potentem cell
stem cell

0.5999

Embryonic
stem cell

0.5632

fulfilling life

life

full dollarization

dollarization

future conflict

future

future conflict

conflict

gameplay among youth ha
increased
gameplay among youth ha
increased
gameplay among youth ha
increased
giving indium nuclear aid

Life
(magazine
)
Currency
substitution
Future
Conflict
(narrative)

0.0029 Life

0.1954

Currency
0.3608 substitution
0.2544 Future

0.6483
0.1534

0.2563 War

0.2260

gameplay

Gameplay

0.1080 Gameplay

0.0172

ha

Hectare

0.0787 Hectare

0.0539

youth

Youth

0.1192 n/a

indium

Indium
Nuclear
weapon

0.3454 Indium
Nuclear
0.2273
weapon

giving indium nuclear aid nuclear
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n/a
0.2719
0.1249

Single (SEL) and Agreed Entity Linking (AEL) Samples

native
plant
gun
fatality

Artificial intelligence
Genetically
modified
crops
Audio
mixing
(recorded
music)
Native
plant
Gun
Death

help

The Help

state

Alabama

stable

Sorting
algorithm

hunger

hunger

Hunger

ill advised global

ill

giving indium nuclear aid aid

gm crop mix with native
plant

gm crop

gm crop mix with native
plant

mix

gm crop mix with
plant
gun fatality
gun fatality
help other state
stable
help other state
stable
help other state
stable

native

be more
be more
be more

Illinois
Globalill advised global
global
ization
illegal
illegal
Law
important political alPolitical
political
ternative
(song)
Alternaimportant political alalternative tive culternative
ture
improve poor person life
Poor perpoor person
style
son
Life
improve poor person life
life style (magazine
style
)
incentive for illegal immigrant to remain inside incentive
Incentive
a country
Illegal
immigraincentive for illegal imillegal im- tion to
migrant to remain inside
migrant
the
a country
United
States
Inside
incentive for illegal im(Ronnie
migrant to remain inside inside
Milsap
a country
album)
incentive for illegal imNation
migrant to remain inside country
state
a country
increase chance of mar
Probabilchance
mission
ity
Page 4

Humani0.1358 tarian
aid

0.0406

Genetically
0.3136
modified
crops

0.4189

0.0051 Mongrel

0.0803

Native
plant
0.1968 Firearm
0.2073 Death
Help!
0.0567
(song)
State
0.0595
(polity)
Numerical
0.0106
stability
Malnutri0.0330
tion
0.0294 Disease
Global0.0319
ization
0.0031 Crime
0.1900

0.0037 Politics
Alterna0.0076 tive culture
Poor per0.0096
son
Lifestyle
0.0182 (sociology)

0.1886
0.1761
0.1673
0.0402
0.1135
0.0106
0.2140
0.1070
0.1074
0.2598
0.2965
0.1939
0.0096
0.0912

0.0828 Incentive

0.0656

Illegal
0.2977 immigration

0.3555

Inside
(Ronnie
0.0015
Milsap
album)

0.0015

0.1530

Nation
state

0.0339 Luck

0.1199
0.0909

Single (SEL) and Agreed Entity Linking (AEL) Samples

increase chance of mar
mission
increase chance of mar
mission

Gospel of
Mark
Christian
mission
mission
Immigraincreasing migrant right migrant
tion
Rightincreasing migrant right right
wing politics
Scottish
independent
independent scotland
indepenscotland
dence
Kingdom
independent scotland
scotland
of Scotland
People
indigenou people
people
(magazine
)
indium with relatively
indium
Indium
little energy
indium with relatively
Little
little
little energy
owl
United
States
indium with relatively
energy
Departlittle energy
ment of
Energy
indulging in viewing perViewing
viewing
fect man woman
(funeral)
mar

indulging in viewing perThe Perperfect man
fect man woman
fect Man
indulging in viewing perman woman
fect man woman
inflation pressure

inflation

inflation pressure

pressure

innocent person should
not be persecuted

innocent

innocent person should
not be persecuted

person

innocent person should
not be persecuted

persecuted

insecurity

insecurity

institutionalized in de- institustructive way
tionalized

A Man and
a Woman
Inflation
(cosmology)
Atmospheric
pressure
Innocence
Hypostasis (philosophy
and religion)
Persecution
InSecurity
Institutionalized
(song)
Page 5

0.1435 Morocco

0.0661

Christian
mission
Immigra0.2538
tion
0.1769

0.2339

0.0702
0.1318

Relative
direction

0.0015

Scottish
0.4440 independence

0.2443

0.6062 Scotland

0.4128

0.0026 Person

0.3873

0.3075 Indium

0.3162

Little
owl

0.0309

0.1260 Energy

0.1869

0.0013

Heathrow
Airport
Perfect
Man (Sh0.1161
inhwa album)
A Man and
0.0213 a Woman
(song)
0.0007

0.0007
0.1161

0.0816

0.2736 Inflation

0.3775

Atmo0.1855 spheric
pressure

0.0463

0.1397 n/a

0.1212 Person
Persecution
Emotional
0.0143
security
0.2461

Involun0.0109 tary commitment

n/a

0.1608

0.1535
0.2136
0.1154

Single (SEL) and Agreed Entity Linking (AEL) Samples

institutionalized in deway
structive way
insufficient broadband
broadband
market choice
insufficient broadband
market choice
insufficient broadband
market choice
interaction with other
culture
interaction with other
culture
iraqi leader
iraqi leader

By the
Way

0.0007 Tao

0.1125

Broadband

0.2334 Broadband

0.1547

market

Market
(economics)

Market
0.2765 (economics)

0.1920

choice

Utility

0.2561 n/a

interaction

Interaction

0.2286

culture

Culture

0.2343 Culture

0.2300

iraqi

Iraq
Supreme
leader

0.2145 Iraq War
Leader0.1982
ship
Ba'athist
0.2299
Iraq

0.1253

Troop

0.1624 Troop

0.1123

Defection

0.1483 Defection

0.0594

leader

iraqi troop to defect to
iraqi
the insurgency
iraqi troop to defect to
troop
the insurgency
iraqi troop to defect to
defect
the insurgency

Iraqis

iraqi troop to defect to
insurgency
the insurgency

Insurgency

israeli woman
israeli woman

israeli
woman

Israelis
Woman

japan

japan

Japan

job los

job

Job (biblical
figure)

judicial system

judicial
system

Judiciary

keeping company honest

keeping
company

keeping company honest

honest

keystone

keystone

kosovo independence

kosovo

kosovo independence

kosovo independence

land

land

large polygamou family

family

Keeping
Company
Honest
(Future
album)
Keystone
(architecture)
Kosovo
War
2008
Kosovo
declaration of
independence
Land (economics)
Family
(biology)
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n/a

Social
relation

Iraqi in0.2734 surgency
(2003–11)
0.1817 Israel
0.1626 n/a
n/a
Empire of
0.2651
Japan
0.0045

Employment

Judicial
0.0299 system of
China
Keeping
0.1119
Company
0.0044

Dishonesty

0.2301

0.1927
0.2032

0.1830
0.1045
0.4365
0.2194
0.3195
0.1119
0.0825

Hercules
0.0693 (constellation)

0.2886

0.7526 Kosovo

0.7500

2008
Kosovo
declara0.5014
tion of
independence

0.3814

0.0015 Land law

0.2738

0.0291 Family

0.1376

Single (SEL) and Agreed Entity Linking (AEL) Samples

latino

leaking lubricating oil
from wind power
leaking lubricating oil
from wind power
leaking lubricating oil
from wind power

latino

leaking

Race and
ethnicity
in the
United
States
Census
Internet
leak

lubricating
Lubricant
oil
Wind
wind power
power
Ultimate
lessening the strength of
strength
tensile
hurricane
strength
lessening the strength of
Tropical
hurricane
hurricane
cyclone
DDT (professional
lifting gaza
lifting
wrestling
)
Blockade
gaza block- of the
lifting gaza
ade
Gaza
Strip

0.5000

Latino
(demonym)

0.5945

0.0042

Internet
leak

0.0042

0.2169 Motor oil
0.3150

Wind
power

0.1306 Virtue

0.0020 Momentum

0.0887

Blockade
of the
0.3500
Gaza
Strip
Transla0.0091
tion
0.0032 Human
Conscrip0.0205
tion

Language

man
mandating military service

man
military
service

mar mission

mar

mar mission

mission

MAN SE
Military
service
Gospel of
Mark
Christian
mission

market acces

market

Market
(place)

mature rapidly

mature

Sexual
maturity

0.0013 Adult

medical advancement

medical

Medicine

0.0047

member of the team

member

member of the team

team

method than circumcision
microfinance

circumcision
microfinance

national renewable energy
national
standard

Socratic
method
Circumcision
Microfinance
The National
(Abu
Dhabi)
Page 7

0.1321
0.1733

language*

method than circumcision method

0.3537

Tropical
cyclone

0.1944

language

Network
affiliate
The ATeam

0.1778

0.2775 Morocco
Christian
mission
Market
0.0081 (economics)
0.2796

Health
care
Board of
0.1284
directors
0.1287 Team
Scien0.1955 tific
method
Circumci0.4379
sion
Microcre0.2469
dit
0.0606 Nation

0.4381
0.3346
0.1617
0.1704
0.0685
0.0685
0.2951
0.2645
0.2148
0.0925
0.2338
0.0922
0.4839
0.4834
0.0716

Single (SEL) and Agreed Entity Linking (AEL) Samples

national renewable energy renewable
standard
energy
renewable
national renewable energy
energy
standard
standard
national hysterium

national

need to protect against
opposing the group

group

new technique

technique

non native dropout rate

non native

non native dropout rate

dropout

non native dropout rate

rate

obama african decent

obama

obama african decent
ozone layer damaging
presence of such ad
presence of such ad
public welfare
purpose

Renewable
energy
Renewable
portfolio
standard
The National
(band)
Group
(mathematics)
The Technique
Introduced
species
Dropout
(communications)
Heart
rate

Barack
Obama
African
african
Americans
Ozone
ozone layer
layer
Divine
presence
presence
Common
ad
Era
public welWelfare
fare
Purpose
(Justin
purpose
Bieber
album)

resident

resident

Resident
(title)

retiree

retiree

Pensioner

roma person

roma

roma person
stunt

person
stunt

stunt

development

stabilizing the economy

stabilizing

stabilizing the economy

economy

teen

teen

Romani
language
Person
Stunt
Filmmaking
Lyapunov
stability
Economic
system
Teen film
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Renewable
energy
Renewable
0.2316 portfolio
standard
0.3900

0.4500
0.2917

0.0014

Nationalism

0.1824

0.0043

Social
group

0.1563

Scien0.0018 tific
technique
0.0834

0.2563

Invasive
species

0.0703

High
0.0147 school
dropouts
Informa0.0780 tion theory
Barack
0.3019
Obama
Black
0.2888
people
Ozone de0.2552
pletion
Divine
0.2000
presence
Advertis0.2100
ing
Welfare
0.0300
economics

0.0879
0.0900
0.1630
0.1980
0.4124
0.0700
0.1100
0.2500

0.0006 Intention

0.1736

Residency
0.0050 (domicile)
Retire0.0282
ment
Romani
0.3162
people
0.1762 Person
0.2300 Stunt
Economic
0.2100 development
Lyapunov
0.2217
stability
0.2316 n/a
0.0074

Adolescence

0.1472
0.2199
0.2988
0.1969
0.0800
0.1600
0.0010
n/a
0.2381

Single (SEL) and Agreed Entity Linking (AEL) Samples

terrorist cause

terrorist

terrorist cause

cause

think it okay

think

think it okay

okay

time

time

victim

victim

void in people heart

void

void in people heart

people

void in people heart

heart

wa

wa

worsen antus gun opinion gun
worsen antus gun opinion opinion

Terrorism
Causation
(law)
Think
(Aretha
Franklin
song)
OK
Time
(magazine
)
Victim
(1961
film)

0.2187 Terrorism
Social
0.1762
issue

0.2146

0.0020 Thought

0.1137

0.0111 OK

0.0111

0.0051 Time

0.2031

0.0038

Victimology

0.1597

Vacuum

0.0232

Void marriage

0.0772

People
(magazine
)
Heart
(band)
Western
Australia
Artillery
Freedom
of speech
World
Wide Web

web 2 0 democratizing and
web
decentralizing effect
web 2 0 democratizing and
web 2
Web 2.0
decentralizing effect
web 2 0 democratizing and democratiz- Democradecentralizing effect
ing
tization
Decenweb 2 0 democratizing and decentraltralizadecentralizing effect
izing
tion
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0.0864 People!
Heart
(band)
Washing0.0225 ton (state)
0.0624 Gun
Freedom
0.0560
of speech
0.0957

0.1915

0.1473
0.1275
0.0581
0.1339
0.1719

0.1677 Internet

0.1844

0.1731 Web 2.0

0.1660

Democratization
Decen0.1753 tralization
0.1256

0.1244
0.1979
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Case (3a)
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